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Address Bokrosh Glass Repair & Art Glass 
1905 22nd Avenue South 
Seattle 98144

Country USA

State Washington

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
The Limited Edition 

Solid Optic Crystal Baseball Bat™

Bokrosh Studio is proud to present the unparalleled trophy for both the Major League Baseball Professional and the discriminating Baseball Collector.
This elegant sculpture is created by hand-turning optical crystal glass, the finest glass available, and known throughout the world for its unsurpassed
clarity and brilliance. The countless hours and talent necessary to create this extraordinary art piece is the culmination of 34 years in the art glass field
by sculptor Michael Bokrosh.

 

The Mysterious Crystal Skull 
 

The Crystal Skull by Bokrosh Studio is a full size stylistic replica of a human skull made out of Optical Crystal Glass - a glass made in the U.S.A. and
renowned as the finest quality in the world.

This Crystal Skull sells for $20,000 which includes a rotating mirrored base as well as a sturdy storage/shipping box.

Lead time for manufacture is a minimum of 90 days or possibly sooner with the addition of a rush charge.
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